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Our Employee Effectiveness tool is shaped by academic research and built to meet 
customer demand.

The problem we’re solving is not how to fix performance appraisals, which have 
historically been the source of anxiety and demotivation1, but how to better 
grow and develop people. We have scoured academic literature, interrogated 
best practice in consulting and worked directly with some of the most feedback-
oriented, high-performing companies in the world. 

Through this extensive research, we have designed and developed a unique 
Employee Effectiveness feedback tool using 360 methodology optimized for 
individual development.

Decoupling 
performance 
reviews and 
effectiveness 
feedback

Decoupling performance review feedback from effectiveness feedback 
allows people to give honest opinions on their peers’ effectiveness, without 
worrying that they are impacting future salary reviews or other rewards. The 
intention of collecting feedback for improvement rather than assessment 
significantly impacts how authentic the feedback is. This phenomena is 
described by Charles Goodhart: “When a measure becomes a target, it ceases 
to be a good measure.” It’s widely recognized that peer-to-peer performance 
assessment is broadly inaccurate due to bias and subjectivity; often the 
ratings people give reflect more about themselves than others2. There is a 
place for performance appraisals, but that place is not as part of employee 
effectiveness feedback.

To elicit the most valuable feedback for development from an individual’s 
manager, peers and direct reports, it’s important that we avoid framing 
feedback as evaluation from the start.  

Removing the rating aspect makes people more likely to provide honest 
feedback. This more streamlined and effective approach means that 
everyone at a company can use the tool, that providing feedback is quicker 
than ever and that reports are succinct and useful. 
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Actionable 
insights

You’ll see a difference in the type of questions we ask. The emphasis 
is on targeting specific areas of strength and opportunities, supported 
by qualitative examples3. This format allows the individual to quickly 
identify the areas they should focus on without being distracted by 
often meaningless scores and/or being swamped by negative feedback 
highlighting what they’re doing badly.

For the person providing feedback, there is not a long list of competencies 
to rate. They can quickly move through the survey and provide higher 
quality, reinforcing and corrective feedback4 on the areas that matter most. 
The self-review option is included to help harness the advantages of self-
awareness5 by broadening peoples’ understanding of gaps between their 
perception and that of others.

The Employee Effectiveness tool is optimized for individual development 
and growth6,7 using research from positive psychology, motivation 
theory and coaching.  Future-focused feedback clearly identifies desired 
behaviors. Redirecting feedback flags things to consider doing differently. 
Reinforcing feedback pinpoints the things that are being done well and 
which the employee should keep doing. 

 Each report delivers:

+ Top identified strengths 

+ Top identified opportunities to focus on 

+ Easily digestible qualitative feedback 

This symmetrical format intentionally gives focus to both strengths  
and opportunities.

Our steamlined and effective approach delivers constructive feedback 
easier and faster than ever before, with succinct reports that are designed 
to enhance an individual’s development first and foremost.
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